The class
You can find this class and all our other English classes on our Facebook page.

Language quiz
Now let’s practise what you learned in this lesson! Choose the correct words from the choices within the brackets.

Here’s an example:

1. By far the (most cold/coldest) place I’ve been to is Scotland.
2. August is probably the (goodest/best) time to visit my country.
3. That is definitely the (most delicious/deliciousest) thing I’ve ever tasted.
4. Driving is the (most easy/easiest) way to get to work.
5. Using new words is the one of the (most effective/effectivest) ways to learn them.
6. Losing that client was easily my (worst/baddest) experience at work.

Well done! Now you can check your answers at the bottom of the next page.
Writing & speaking practice
Write a paragraph about the most amazing or interesting things that have happened in your life. Remember to use superlatives to describe the most important events, places and people.

Here’s an example:

My happiest day was when I graduated from university.
Bangkok is the busiest place I’ve ever been to.

Now, work with a friend and talk about the events, places and people that you wrote about. Remember to use superlatives in your descriptions.

Answers to exercise on page 1

1. By far the coldest place I’ve been to is Scotland.
2. August is probably the best time to visit my country.
3. That is definitely the most delicious thing I’ve ever tasted.
4. Driving is the easiest way to get to work.
5. Using new words is the one of the most effective ways to learn them.
6. Losing that client was easily my worst experience at work.